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About This Game
Cunning Fox is a hardcore 2D platformer in which you have to pass a variety of levels playing for the fox, which loves to dream.
Once spending another night alone the fox decides that the stars in the sky are her friends, and wants to gather them one and all,
never to be alone. The main task in this game is to collect the stars. After you collect all the stars on the level, opens the door to
the fox's house, after which, you will be taken to another level. Be careful on your way there are various obstacles, such as sharp
fences, and traps, touching with those you instantly die, but you shouldn't worry, after that the level will restart and you will have
another chance to help the fox to collect all her friends.
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Title: Cunning Fox
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
TSS Studio
Publisher:
TSS Studio
Release Date: 2 Feb, 2018

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10
Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor
Memory: 1024 MB RAM
Graphics: 250MB
DirectX: Version 6.0
Storage: 200 MB available space
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Very fun game. I beat it in the first week I had it and was a little sad as I didn't think that this had the replay value I was seeking.
So myself and many others posted on the forums that there needed to be a hardcore(permadeath) mode. What happens a week
or two later? Hardcore more. These devs post updates\/ patches every few days and they aren't small pointless patches. It is very
obvious that they care about there game\/baby and the game just keeps getting better and better. Buy this game, it's great now
and I promise that you will get patch upon patch that make the game feel brand new each time. Great game, great devs..
cloudphobia is a game I've played since the 2003 demo and I was looking forward for the day I could play this game fully. And
I'm glad it finally reached Steam.
Now allow me to say two things about this game. It's VERY SHORT and it's VERY HARD.
Why this game is hard?
While this shmup isn't a Danmaku, cloudphobia's difficulty lies in the 3 conditions to get a game over. By dying, by allowing the
mothership to be destroyed or by running out of time. To beat a level you need to finish it under 3 minutes if not you'll be
obliterated. Your mech have a booster that allows you to navigate throught the stage and quickly reach the boss but the main
issue with this is if you let enemies escape, your mothership will be damaged and you need to reduce your speed to take care of
them properly. Something to take on account is the fact the game have a hitstun if you're damaged. Something that's crucial for
a game where time is a base factor of the gameplay mechanic.
As if it wasn't enough, upon finishing a level the ammount of points you made in the stage will be responsible for your mech and
mothership's shield recharge and the missle stock as well. The more points you make, the more shield and missles will be
recharged. And you acheive a big score by not letting yourself or your mothership to be damaged at all, how many enemies are
destroyed with a salvo of missles and the bread-and-butter of the game: Kill as many normal enemies before going for the
commander (the red enemies) as they'll multiply the ammount of enemies destroyed so far with a larger bonus point basically.
And why it's short?
The game have 5 stages and you can beat this game under 10 minutes if you do it well. If wasn't the fact this game don't offers a
continue (so the only way to beat this game is by 1CC'ing) cloudphobia's replay value would be greatly minimized.
A part of me wished for cloudphobia to be lenghty but considering the game mechanic, I think it's great in the way it is. If you
want a shmup game that offers something other the the classic old-school or your typical Danmaku shooter, cloudphobia is a
nice game to consider.. I watch american pickers, so i would rate this game as pretty good. A decent game, fun & challenging..
This is a lovely game that stimulates your thinking but is very relaxing at the same time. It's simply fascinating to watch the slow
motion disintegration as the puzzle crumbles to the floor.. really fun and enjoyable. I highly recommend.. Just Relax And Play
This game if good if you have free time and wanna rest
Just Stop when you lost tray again if you want. An utterly addictive game, that will punish you like no other - the AI is perhaps
the most ruthlessly bold i have ever seen in a game, they will take advantage of any opportunity to cut off your supply where
possible and encircle units. Its quite a puzzle to figure out how to get teh best result. I have been playing maps over and over
again, trying to figure out how to be as efficient as possible - very rewarding to finally get the objective, a game that really
makes you work for it. The background music is pretty cool too. A great set of tyres and Truck tuning & accessories added to
my collection ,
Thanks scs....
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6NDmFaqAm3g
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It's a fun little game with very realistic sounds. More realistic building than Fortnite.
88\/10. Pros:
- lot of fun
- quite original
- weird dialogues in demon land
Cons:
- makes no sense whatsoever
- currently quite unbalanced (see review)
- takes a bit getting into
Watch the full Review:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/qSc9PrX7e1U. A nifty take on traditional pen and paper RPG's.
This one isn't as good as Knights 1, but is still worth at least a play through.
Unlike the first, this one is rather short, the enemies are samey, and every dungeon is identical.
I still like it for the jokes and other pop culture references. I recommend getting this one on sale.. Fun game. Build, fight and
survive. Made by the creator of diablo and diablo 2.. I bought it at once when I saw it.. This is bad.
Clunky controls
Texture fighting on the walls
Blank Textures
Unresponsive enemies?
No sound
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